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Abstract—Forecasts project that by 2020, there will be around
50 billion devices connected to the Internet of Things (IoT),
most of which will operate untethered and unplugged. While
environmental energy harvesting is a promising solution to power
these IoT edge devices, it introduces new complexities due to the
unreliable nature of ambient energy sources. In the presence of an
unreliable power supply, frequent checkpointing of system state
becomes imperative and recent research proposed the concept of
in-situ checkpointing by employing ferroelectric RAM (FRAM),
an emerging non-volatile memory technology, as unified memory
in these systems. Even though an entirely FRAM-based solution
provides reliability, it is energy-inefficient compared to SRAM
due to a higher access latency. On the other hand, an entirely
SRAM-based solution is highly energy efficient, but is unreliable
in the face of power loss. This paper advocates an intermediate
approach in hybrid FRAM-SRAM MCUs that involves judicious
memory mapping of program sections to retain the reliability
benefits provided by FRAM while performing almost as effi-
ciently as an SRAM-based system. We propose an energy-aware
memory mapping technique that maps different program sections
to the hybrid FRAM-SRAM MCU such that energy consumption
is minimized without sacrificing reliability. Our technique consists
of eM-map, which performs a one-time characterization to find
the optimal memory map for the functions that constitute
a program (this makes our solution portable across platforms)
and energy-align, a novel HW/SW technique that aligns the
system’s powered-on time intervals to function execution
boundaries, which results in further improvements in energy
efficiency and performance. Experimental results obtained using
the MSP430FR5739 microcontroller demonstrate a significant
performance improvement of up to 2x and energy reduction
of up to 20% over a state-of-the-art FRAM-based solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) era has fueled the
emergence of new applications that improve various aspects of
everyday human life. An ever-increasing number and type of
IoT sensors (henceforth referred to as edge devices) are being
deployed to seamlessly bridge the physical world with the
world of computing infrastructure. However, powering such
deeply-embedded IoT edge devices is extremely challenging
due to their unique constraints such as remote deployment
location, tiny form factor, and extreme longevity require-
ments [1]. Environmental energy harvesting (where the system
powers itself using energy that it scavenges from its operating
environment) has been shown to be a promising and viable
option for powering these IoT devices [2]. However, ambient
energy sources (such as vibration, wind, RF signals) are
often unreliable and intermittent in nature, which can lead
to frequent intervals of power loss. Performing computations
reliably in the face of such power supply interruptions is chal-
lenging and requires some form of checkpointing of system
state from SRAM to non-volatile memory when power loss is
imminent. Traditionally, microcontrollers have employed flash
memory as the primary non-volatile storage technology. How-
ever, the energy (and latency) intensive erase/write operations
of flash make it inefficient for frequent checkpointing.
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The emergence of non-volatile memory technologies such
as ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) and magnetoresistive RAM
(MRAM), which have superior power and performance char-
acteristics compared to flash memory, has led to new hybrid
memory architectures. Low power microcontrollers (MCUs)
that integrate FRAM [3], [4] and MRAM [5] have already
been demonstrated. Recent work [6] has also shown that the
use of FRAM as unified memory (where all program segments
including text, stack, data, etc., are mapped to the
FRAM) enables efficient in-situ checkpointing in IoT devices,
thereby allowing them to seamlessly perform long-running
computations in the face of frequent power loss. Even though
FRAM outperforms flash in terms of performance and power
consumption, it is still inferior to SRAM due to inherent device
limitations. For example, in TI’s MSP430FR5739 [7] micro-
controller, accesses to FRAM are 3x slower and consume
more energy as compared to SRAM. Therefore, executing
programs from FRAM results in lower performance and higher
energy consumption, compared to executing programs from
SRAM. On the other hand, an entirely SRAM-based solution is
highly energy efficient when running continuously on reliable
power, but is unreliable in the face of power loss because
SRAM is volatile. This paper advocates (and demonstrates
the benefits of) an intermediate approach in hybrid FRAM-
SRAM systems that involves judicious memory mapping of
program sections to retain the reliability benefits provided by
FRAM while performing almost as efficiently as an SRAM-
based system, thus obtaining the best of both. Specifically, the
paper makes the following contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to investigate energy-aware memory mapping for IoT
devices that are based on hybrid FRAM-SRAM micro-
controllers. We propose a comprehensive design method-
ology that synergistically combines the benefits of SRAM
and FRAM technologies to efficiently, yet reliably, per-
form computations across power cycles in intermittently-
powered IoT systems.

• We propose a one-time characterization mechanism, eM-
map, that determines the optimal memory-mapping at the
granularity of functions in a program. We also propose
energy-align, a novel HW/SW technique that uses proac-
tive system shutdown as a mechanism to align the time
intervals when the system is powered on with function
execution boundaries, which results in further improve-
ments in energy efficiency, as we will demonstrate.

• We have implemented our memory mapping technique
on a custom hardware platform based on the Texas
Instruments MSP430FR5739 MCU and have evaluated it
using six typical benchmark applications used in IoT edge
devices. Experimental results demonstrate performance
improvements and energy savings of up to 2x and
20% respectively, compared to an existing state-of-the-
art FRAM-only solution.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The problem of performing computations reliably and
energy efficiently in IoT edge devices that have unstable



power supply has been investigated in prior research. Ex-
isting approaches advocate checkpointing as a solution to
this problem. Checkpointing solutions such as Mementos [8],
Quickrecall [6], and Hibernus [9] save a snapshot of the system
state, which consists of stack, data, processor registers,
etc., to non-volatile memory before power is lost. When the
system receives power again, the saved snapshot is restored,
thus enabling computations to continue across power cycles.
A checkpoint operation is performed when the system detects
that the energy remaining is less than a pre-defined threshold.
This threshold is determined by the total energy required to
complete a successful checkpoint (Eckpt), which is given by
the equation below.

Eckpt = Ebyte ×Nbytes (1)
The energy required to checkpoint a byte of data (Ebyte) varies
with the kind of non-volatile memory technology in use. The
number of bytes to be checkpointed (Nbytes) for a particular
program varies due to the dynamic nature of stack and heap
depths during program execution.

The aforementioned solutions [6], [8], [9] differ in the kind
of non-volatile memory technology that is used and the voltage
(VTRIG) that is chosen to trigger a checkpoint operation.
While Mementos uses flash memory, Quickrecall and Hibernus
use FRAM for non-volatile storage. Flash memory incurs
a larger energy per byte cost as compared to FRAM. The
choice of VTRIG determines the amount of energy available
for checkpointing. Hence, VTRIG has to be determined based
on the worst case checkpoint size (Nbytes). Mementos and
Hibernus utilize a large VTRIG (2.6 V and 2.17 V respectively)
even though the MCU can operate correctly until 2 V, thus
being energy-inefficient whenever the checkpoint size is small.
Quickrecall circumvents the inefficiency by using a unified
memory architecture, wherein all the different sections of a
program i.e., stack, heap, text, data, etc., are allocated
to the FRAM itself. This enables in-situ checkpointing, thereby
alleviating the need for copying data from the SRAM to
the non-volatile FRAM and, therefore, allowing a very low
trigger voltage of 2.03 V. This paper builds on Quickrecall by
proposing to dynamically map frequently executed computa-
tional kernels and associated data to the SRAM, resulting in
performance and energy benefits.

Finally, recent work [10] proposes programming models
for intermittently powered systems to address checkpointing
related consistency issues.

III. MOTIVATION

In this section, we first describe the architecture, operation,
and execution flow of the IoT edge devices considered in this
paper. Then, we present an example to motivate our proposed
energy-aware memory mapping technique.
A. Edge device architecture

As mentioned in Section II, an important feature of IoT
edge devices operating with an unreliable power supply is the
ability to detect and respond to interruptions in their power
supply. Fig. 1a shows the power supply architecture of an
IoT device considered in this paper and Fig. 1b illustrates
a conceptual supply voltage profile that shows the typical
operating stages of the IoT device under unstable supply
voltage. As shown, a capacitor (Csupp) collects the energy
harvested from the ambient source. Once enough energy has
been gathered (VON), the supply voltage supervisor (SVS)
connects Csupp to the target system, which subsequently per-
forms the relevant computations. This is depicted as computing
window in Fig. 1b. An important characteristic of these devices
is that IEH � Isystem due to IoT devices being required
to be inconspicuous and of small form-factor. The system
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Fig. 1: Characteristics of edge devices considered in this work

voltage continues to drop rapidly as execution progresses until
Csupp discharges to the trigger voltage (VTRIG), upon which
an interrupt is triggered to checkpoint the system state. Note
that enough margin is built into VTRIG to satisfy a successful
checkpoint1. The process repeats with Csupp getting charged
from the energy harvesting source. This implies that at the
beginning of every power cycle, the system is guaranteed
an energy supply of 1

2Csupp(VON
2-VTRIG

2) agnostic to the
modality and variations in energy harvesting.

An important observation is that the applications that are run
on such systems exhibit a deterministic nature in their execu-
tion flow. The typical execution flow in the IoT device involves
making a sensor measurement of a physical phenomenon
(e.g., temperature, humidity, etc.) by collecting a fixed number
of samples, performing computations on the collected data
(e.g., filtering, statistical computations such as mean, standard
deviation, etc.) that take a deterministic and constant amount
of clock cycles, and then transmitting it for further actuation or
logging depending upon the energy remaining in the system.
Such a simplistic software design results in the absence of
run-to-run variations in execution times, data sizes, etc., thus
making them predictable and deterministic. In this paper, we
leverage this knowledge to propose an energy-aware memory
mapping.
B. Motivational example

Although FRAM is better than flash by having lesser write
energy and lacking an explicit erase operation, it compares
poorly to SRAM in terms of access latency. In an FRAM-
enabled MCU, MSP430FR5739 [7], we observed that the
FRAM access latency is 3x longer as compared to the on-chip
SRAM. Consequently, a unified-FRAM memory architecture
will result in longer execution times. To quantify the impact
that memory-mapping has on execution energy and latency,
we perform an experiment using the MSP430FR5739 MCU
that consists of 1 kB of SRAM and 16 kB of FRAM.

Two cyclic redundancy checksum (CRC) functions are
considered for evaluation and are described below. Both the
functions compute the 16-bit CRC of 64 bytes of data. CRC-I
looks up a 512-byte static table for computing the checksum
and has a large memory footprint. CRC-I has three different
sections that are of interest, namely, a text section that
contains the executable code, a data section that contains
the look-up table, and the stack. On the other hand, CRC-II
computes CRC using polynomials and uses only the text
and stack sections. For both the programs, we iteratively
map each section to both FRAM and SRAM and measure the
energy required and execution time.

Figs. 2a and 2b show the measured energy consumption and
latency associated with each memory mapping for executing
CRC-I and CRC-II respectively. The memory mapping is
represented in binary format with the text section as the
MSB, followed by data and stack sections. A 1 signifies
that the section is mapped onto SRAM whereas a 0 indicates a

1In this work, we build upon Quickrecall, which uses a VTRIG set to 2.03 V.
When a checkpoint trigger occurs, the power switch disconnects the MCU
from the supply. However, Cdecap supplies the rest of the energy available
until VOFF= 2 V to perform the checkpointing operation [6].
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Fig. 2: Energy consumption for the CRC functions in various
memory configurations
mapping to the FRAM. For example, configuration {101} in
Fig. 2a signifies that the text and stack sections of CRC-
I are mapped onto the SRAM and that the data section is
mapped onto the FRAM. Observe that for both the programs,
a unified SRAM mapping results in the least energy consump-
tion while a unified FRAM mapping results in the maximum
energy consumption. Overall, we note that for both CRC-I and
CRC-II, any of the SRAM-mapped configurations consume
less energy (by as much as 2.28x) and execute faster (by
as much as 1.98x) as compared to the unified FRAM
configuration. However, additional data transfer operations are
required to ensure system reliability and continuity of program
execution across power cycles when operating in an SRAM-
mapped configuration. Hence, a trade-off exists between the
data transfer cost and the execution cost. Thus, an optimal
memory map configuration may lie in between an FRAM-
only approach (that has the maximum execution energy but
least data transfer overhead) and an SRAM-only configuration
(that has the least execution energy but maximum data transfer
overhead). Our proposed solution aims to find the optimal
memory map configuration that minimizes the overall energy
cost for IoT edge devices without sacrificing reliability.

IV. DESIGN

In this section, we first describe the challenges associated
with finding the energy-optimal memory configuration and
then highlight the salient features of the proposed design.

A. Challenges
Determining the optimal memory-map configuration for

a program is challenging due to two reasons, namely, the
data transfer overhead and diverse nature of applications.
The data transfer overhead originates from the processes
of migration and checkpointing. Migration overhead is best
described as the energy incurred in transferring sections
from FRAM to SRAM. For example, if the considered
function has the least energy consumption in configura-
tion {100}, the executable code that resides in the non-
volatile memory initially needs to be migrated to SRAM.
Migration overhead is function-dependent (e.g., CRC-II does
not use the table thus having a smaller migration over-
head) and application-dependent (e.g., the same function may
have different input data sets when called from two loca-
tions in the program). Fig. 3 shows the measured energy
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Fig. 3: Migration overhead

overhead for migration as a
function of the number of
bytes to be migrated, for
supply voltages ranging from
2.1 V to 2.4 V. From the
graph, we observe that mi-
gration incurs ∼1.6 nJ per
byte of data transferred from
FRAM to SRAM. Also, ob-
serve that the difference in
migration overhead is negligi-
ble across the range of supply

voltages used in the experiment. Therefore, migrating a sec-
tion at any stage in the computing window (Fig. 1b) incurs
comparable costs.

Checkpointing, in the context of this work, is the process
of saving the system state from SRAM to FRAM. Our exper-
iments show that the energy per byte cost of checkpointing
is similar to that of migration. However, checkpoint energy
is non-deterministic due to the dynamic nature of stack
and heap sizes, as mentioned in Section II. An incomplete
checkpoint results if the available energy is insufficient to save
a full snapshot of the system state on an imminent power
loss, leading to a loss or corruption in system state. The
energy spent in executing the program in such a scenario is
wasted and additional energy needs to be spent in program re-
execution subsequently. Further, the system loses reliability
in such scenarios. On the other hand, making an overly
conservative estimate of the checkpoint energy will lead to
under-utilization of the available energy and cause wastage.
Therefore, a deterministic policy that accurately estimates the
checkpoint energy per configuration is imperative in deciding
the optimal memory-map for each function.

Lastly, the diversity in IoT device characteristics introduces
another dimension of complexity in determining the optimal
configuration for the memory mapping of a function across
platforms. For example, a different value for Csupp could
make the CRC-I function run to completion in a single power
cycle in one IoT device but take multiple power cycles in
another for the same memory-map configuration. This renders
generalizing a particular configuration as an optimal memory-
map impossible, affecting program portability.
B. Proposed Solution

The non-determinism and inefficiency associated with map-
ping sections to SRAM can be primarily attributed to the
unpredictability in checkpoint size. It also impacts the choice
of the trigger voltage, as explained in Section II. While
in the 111 configuration, if the system is about to lose
power, the stack and data sections need to be copied over.
IoT applications rarely consist of self-modifying code and,
therefore, the need for checkpointing the text section that
had been migrated to SRAM is an uncommon case. Thus,
the main goal of our proposed design is to reduce the non-
determinism associated with the checkpoint operation, and to
improve the overall performance.
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Fig. 4: Memory mapping for hybrid FRAM-SRAM MCUs

1) Design Choices:
a) Functions as the basic unit: Functions are self-

contained in terms of their sections. A function can be
considered to be an independent entity having its own text,
data, and stack sections that can be mapped onto memory
at runtime. Moreover, a function also has the property that
its stack ceases to exist upon returning to its caller.
Therefore, performing a checkpoint at the end of a function,



at its boundary, reduces the amount of data that needs to be
checkpointed, which, in turn, decreases the non-determinism.
Hence, we propose to perform checkpoints only at these
boundaries where the checkpoint size is reduced and deter-
ministic. Fig. 4 illustrates our overall approach wherein each
function foon() in the program is an independent entity that
can be mapped to either FRAM or SRAM.

b) Memory architecture: Fig. 4 also shows the memory
architecture for a hybrid FRAM-SRAM microcontroller. The
non-volatile FRAM memory is partitioned into two distinct
regions, namely, FRAM-p and FRAM-t. FRAM-p is the mem-
ory space where persistent data such as the text section,
constants, etc. are stored. FRAM-t defines the space where
a function can map temporary sections such as stack and
data as dictated by the memory-map configuration during
function execution, i.e., FRAM-t acts as a slower but non-
volatile RAM. Note that no section is mapped to the SRAM
initially. As the program executes, different functions can
dynamically allocate sections onto the SRAM. Since each
function is handled as an independent entity, sections that are
mapped onto the SRAM become invalid once the function
runs to completion. The text section has a fixed size and
therefore occupies one end of the address space. On the other
hand, the stack section grows and shrinks during the course
of function-execution and, hence, occupies the other end of the
SRAM address space. The data section occupies the address
space adjacent to the text section in SRAM. Note that in
spite of such an arrangement, the sections may still collide
during execution depending on the total SRAM capacity and
section sizes. In such a case, the memory-map configuration
is invalid (and disallowed) as the function can never complete
correctly in this configuration.

2) Design Methodology:
a) Energy-aware memory mapping: While arriving at

the optimal memory map for a particular function, the en-
ergy consumption for performing the processes of migration,
function-execution, and checkpointing should be considered
together. The optimal memory map is one that can perform
the three operations within a single power cycle with the least
amount of energy. However, functions may exist that cannot
complete within a single power cycle for any configuration.
In such a case, for the sake of reliability, it is safe to execute
the function with unified FRAM configuration, even though it
might not be energy-optimal. We propose eM-map as a one-
time characterization step that arrives at the optimal memory-
map as described in Algorithm 1. Additionally, by executing
eM-map after deployment, it ensures that the memory-map is
optimized for the particular IoT edge device.

Algorithm 1 eM-map: Energy-Aware Memory Mapping
1: Input: C(Fi): Configuration set for each function Fi
2: Output: M(Fi): Preferred configuration for each function Fi
3: Output: E(Fi): Energy table for all functions
4: Pick a configuration c from C(Fi)
5: C(Fi) = C(Fi) - c
6: Vinit = measure voltage()
7: Migrate(Fi, c)
8: Execute(Fi)
9: Checkpoint(Fi, c)

10: Vfinal = measure voltage()
11: energy = f(V init, V final)
12: Update energy table(Fi, energy)
13: Update preferred config(Fi, c)
14: Shutdown()

A brief description of the algorithm follows. eM-map suc-
cessively iterates through all possible configurations for a
function to arrive at the energy-optimal configuration. The
default memory map assignment is set to be configuration

{000}, which corresponds to the unified FRAM case. Each
iteration begins with Csupp charged till VON. A memory map
is assigned to the function and it performs the processes of
migration, execution, and checkpointing, and measures the
cumulative energy consumed for all three stages. A memory
map is considered valid only if the function successfully
completes execution in that power cycle. At the end of each
iteration, eM-map updates a table with the minimum energy
configuration for the considered function. However, if all the
configurations for a function become invalid, eM-map chooses
{000} as the optimal memory map.

Once all the functions in the program have been character-
ized, the algorithm outputs the selected configuration for each
of them in an energy table consisting of the configuration and
its corresponding energy. This table is used at run time for
allocating sections to SRAM or FRAM. Thus, by performing
the characterization once for a device, at the granularity of
functions and only a single configuration per power cycle,
eM-map is able to find the optimal memory-map regardless
of the non-deterministic nature of the data transfer overheads
and agnostic to the system parameters.

b) Energy-Align: Energy-Align is a run-time technique
that improves the energy efficiency of IoT devices by reduc-
ing the charging interval in between power cycles. The key
concept of Energy-Align is that it allows the execution of
function in the program flow only if the system has sufficient
energy to complete it. The characterization information from
eM-map is used to predict whether the subsequent function
can be successfully completed in the current power cycle. The
working of Energy-Align is described in Algorithm 2. Such
an approach facilitates in reducing the energy consumption
in two ways. First, by ensuring that migration, execution,
and checkpointing of the function happen together in the
same power cycle, Energy-Align avoids conservative worst-
case checkpoint design approaches. In our design, we are able
to keep the trigger voltage at 2.03 V, which is the same as
that of Quickrecall. By construction, Energy-Align will get
triggered for a checkpoint at this voltage only if it runs the
function in configuration {000}. For all other configurations,
checkpointing happens at function boundaries. Second, by
powering the system off early, Energy-Align reduces the
charging time for the supply capacitor to charge back up to
VON. Thus, Energy-Align executes the function in an energy-
aware manner.

Algorithm 2 Energy-Align
1: Input: Energy Table: E(Fi)
2: Input: Memory Map Table M(Fi)
3: Input: FC = Current Function
4: while M(FC) is not (All FRAM) do
5: Erem = measure energy()
6: if Erem >E(FC) then
7: Migrate(M(FC), FC)
8: Execute(TC)
9: Checkpoint(M(FC), FC)

10: FC = Next Function
11: else
12: Shutdown()
13: end if
14: end while
15: Enable in-situ checkpointing
16: Execute(FC)
17: FC = Next Function
18: Jump to Line 1

Fig. 5 shows the benefits of Energy-Align (Fig. 5c) over
Quickrecall (Fig. 5a) and a lazy checkpointing system (Fig. 5b;
henceforth referred to as Lazy-ckpt). The lower portion of
each figure depicts the supply voltage and the top portion
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shows the functions F1 through F3 executing across power
cycles. Note that the charging cycle is compressed for repre-
sentation. Lazy-ckpt is assumed to have an optimal memory
configuration, albeit without the capability to shut down the
system to perform energy alignment. Hence, Lazy-ckpt has
equal execution time as Energy-Align but incurs a significant
overhead due to the conservative trigger voltage setting re-
quired for guaranteeing a successful checkpoint. As depicted
in Fig. 5c, Energy-Align and Lazy-ckpt run faster than Quick-
recall. Additionally, note that for Energy-Align, functions are
not split across power cycles, and hence Energy-Align seldom
discharges the capacitor until VOFF. When the system realizes
it does not have sufficient energy for executing F3, it shuts
off. Since E1 < Ein, it results in Energy-Align having a
shorter capacitor charging time. Thus, Energy-Align improves
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the performance
and reduces the
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the IoT device
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both Lazy-ckpt and
Quickrecall. To
implement Energy-
Align, we modified

the architecture of the edge device as shown in Fig. 6. P
connects Csupp to the SVS input in default scenario. When
Energy-Align is to be performed, MCU pulls Px.1 high, thus
momentarily connecting the SVS input to ground through N ,
which causes the power switch to be disconnected until Csupp
charges to VON.

Lastly, we note that even though we utilize a commercially-
available MCU that embeds FRAM for evaluation purposes,
our technique is equally applicable to MCUs with other
emerging NVMs (such as MRAM, ReRAM, etc.).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section describes the experimental setup, evaluation
benchmarks, and the results obtained.
A. Experimental setup

Fig. 7 shows our experimental platform and measurement
setup. The Texas Instruments MSP430FR5739 [7] MCU with
16 kB of FRAM and 1 kB of SRAM is employed as the
MCU. All the experiments are run with the MCU frequency
set at 24 MHz. An FRAM access takes 3 clock cycles as
compared to a single cycle access for SRAM. Even though
the MCU has an internal SVS, we employ an external SVS
to control the power switch, VON, and VTRIG. The VON and
VTRIG voltages are set to 2.3 V and 2.03 V respectively. Csupp

is 330 µF for initial experiments. A Tektronix 6430 Keithley
source meter is used as the current supply, which acts as the
energy harvesting module. The IEH is set to 400 µA for all our
experiments. Finally, all the latency overheads are recorded
using a Tektronix MDO4104-3 oscilloscope.
B. Evaluation benchmarks

For evaluation, we consider six different applications
(shown in Table I) that are commonly used in IoT devices.
As we mentioned in Section III, all the applications are
deterministic and do not vary in their execution times or
input data sizes. Sense and Compute (SnC) utilizes interrupts
from the ADC for sampling. The interrupts are deterministic
in latency and hence, cause no run-to-run variation in terms
of execution time. All the functions are implemented on the
device with a modified boot-loader, software flow similar
to Quickrecall, and a task manager that performs migration,
execution, and checkpointing as required.

SnC Sample sensor readings and perform computations
FFT FFT(): Perform FFT on sampled data

Sort(): Perform bit-reversal sorting for FFT
CRC CRC(): Compute 16-bit CRC for error detection
RSA RSA(): Encryption algorithm
AES AES algorithm made up of 4 functions, namely, addKey(),

shiftRows(), mixColumns(), and computeKey()
MMul matrixMultiply(): Perform matrix mult. on sensor data

TABLE I: Evaluation benchmarks
C. Results

Fig. 8a shows the energy-rank ordering of different con-
figurations for functions in the benchmark programs. The x-
axis shows the different ranks from best to worst while the
y-axis shows the possible memory-map configurations. The
configurations are represented in binary format as discussed
in Section III. The configurations corresponding to rank 1
denote the optimal configurations for executing the function.
These are output by eM-map algorithm and used by Energy-
Align. Observe that among all the different functions plotted
in Fig. 8a, only matrixMultiply() has the preferred
configuration to be all SRAM. This means that for most
functions, the data transfer overhead of migrating all the
sections to SRAM is not amortized by the reduction in energy
consumption achieved by executing from SRAM, resulting
in an optimal memory-map configuration that lies between
{000} and {111}. Additionally, note that the optimal con-
figuration for all the seven functions have the stack section
to be mapped onto SRAM. This is due to the fact that the
number of memory accesses to the stack is often high
during the course of program execution and therefore mapping
the stack section to SRAM has a significant impact on
performance and energy consumption. For most functions,
we observe that migrating the stack as well as just one
more section of either data or text to SRAM provides
the maximum energy benefits. The execution characteristics
and memory access pattern of the function have a bearing
on the optimal memory configuration. This is ascertained by
the fact that SnC-Sampling() and SnC-LowPass() have
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different ranks for all the eight configurations in spite of having
similar sizes for text and data sections. This is primarily
due to the fact that SnC-LowPass() is more stack and
data intensive as compared to SnC-Sampling(). Note that
SnC-Sampling() involves deterministic interrupts from the
ADC, and the energy and latency overhead for the same is
accounted during characterization by eM-map.

Fig. 8b shows the normalized energy consumption of all the
configurations for the functions in the AES application. The
energy consumption is normalized to configuration {000},
which corresponds to Quickrecall. Note that for some func-
tions, migration and checkpointing of sections actually result
in additional energy being expended than in the {000} case.
For example, even though the shiftRows() in configuration
{100} has only the text section to be migrated (and nothing
to be checkpointed), the overall energy consumption increases.
This is because shiftRows() is devoid of repetitive compu-
tational kernels such as loops and hence, the cost of migration
is not amortized by the reduction in execution energy. In fact,
migration of the text section involves a read of each of the
bytes in the text section from FRAM, which is equivalent
to executing the code once from FRAM. Therefore, migrating
the code to SRAM and then executing it is wasteful. For
this reason, shiftRows() has the least energy benefit in its
preferred configuration among the four AES functions. Note
that the optimal configuration for the functions have stack in
SRAM, which concurs with our earlier observation. Overall,
for the AES application, our proposed solution reduces energy
consumption by 20% as compared to Quickrecall.

Energy measurement is an integral component in both eM-
map and Energy-Align. This is achieved by a measurement of
the supply voltage using the ADC that consumes ≤ 5 µJ of
energy and 950 µs of latency per measurement. As Fig. 8c
shows, this overhead is negligible as compared to the im-
provement in overall performance and reduction in energy
consumption achieved by Energy-Align. Fig. 8c shows the
execution times of different IoT applications normalized to
Quickrecall for a single run of the application across power
cycles. The execution time includes the time required by the
capacitor to regain charge and switch-on the system. As is
evident, the energy-aware memory-mapped solution has better
performance (as much as 2x) as compared to Quickrecall. The
speed-up stems from the reduction in execution time achieved
by energy-efficient memory mapping of sections by eM-map
and also from the reduction in charging time achieved by
Energy-Align. Note that, even if two applications have the
same overall migration overhead and optimal configurations,
the unique characteristics of function-execution and memory
access patterns result in different speed-ups for each of them.

To show that eM-map is agnostic to system parameters, we
learn the preferred configuration for FFT-Sort() with Csupp

set to 180 µF. Results of the experiment are shown in Table II.
Most of the configurations fail to execute successfully in a
single power cycle in the new system rendering them invalid.
eM-map assigns the last outstanding rank to {000} even
though it returns invalid. Finally, we note that the memory-
map configuration output by eM-map is agnostic to any input
power trace variation. As mentioned in Section III, the device
architecture ensures the amount of available energy at the
beginning of each power cycle. Any variations in the input
power will only impact the amount of time the device spends
in charging Csupp.

Csupply 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111

330 µF 8 3 5 1 4 2 6 7
180 µF 4 3 N.V. 1 N.V. 2 N.V. N.V.

TABLE II: Rank order of configurations for the FFT-Sort
benchmark using two different Csupply (N.V.= not valid)

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a technique for energy aware
memory mapping of program sections in hybrid FRAM-
SRAM MCUs used in IoT edge devices. We defined a one-
time characterization technique, eM-map that maps functions
across hybrid FRAM-SRAM memory. We also proposed a
technique, Energy-Align, that aligns function and power cycle
boundaries thereby achieving energy-performance benefits.
Our implementation using the MSP430FR5739 MCU shows a
speed-up of up to 2x and energy reduction of 20% compared
to a state-of-the-art baseline solution.
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